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Abstract. We consider the process of the annihilation of a positron emitted at  - decay and a K-electron of
the daughter atom. A part of energy during this process is passed to another K- electron and it leaves the atom.
The influence of the Coulomb field on the positron and the ejected electron is considered. It was calculated the
probability of this process for an atom with arbitrary Z is calculated. For the nucleus Ti the effect of the
Coulomb field essentially increases the probability of the considered process.

1 Introduction
At annihilation positrons and atomic electrons may
happen some radiationless processes besides of usual
single-quantum annihilation. In this case occurs the
nuclear excitation or ionization of the atom [1]. These
processes may happen also at the annihilation of a
positron and an electron of the daughter atom created in

atomic electrons;  - energy transmitted as a result of
annihilation of K1 - electron and positron to another Kshell electron K 2 ; e - electron escaping from atom
and momentum p ;
is neutrino with
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 -decay. The nuclear excitation at the annihilation of
positrons was studied experimentally and theoretically in
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Ti and the following excitation
[2,3] for  -decay of
45
of the nucleus Sc .
In this paper we consider the process of annihilation of
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positrons emitted in  - decay and K-electrons of
daughter atoms. Part of the energy during this process is
passed to another K-electron. As a result this electron
leaves the atom. The parameter   Z c /  for this
process can be much bigger than 1 at very small velocity
of the ejected electron  and the Born approximation
becomes in this case incorrect (here Z is the nuclear
charge,  is the fine structure constant, c is the speed of
light). Because of this, in contrast to paper [4], the wave
function of continuum spectra in Coulomb field for the
electron, which is ejected from atom, and the Green
function for electron in a Coulomb field are used here.

2 Calculation of probability of process.
Let us consider the most probable case when the positron
annihilates with a K-electron and this energy is passed to
another K-electron. The Feynman diagram corresponding
to this process is shown in Figure 1. Here I and F are
initial and final nuclear states, eK 1 and eK 2 are К-shell
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Figure 1. Feynman diagram corresponding to the process of
positron- K1 -electron annihilation and ejection from an atom
of another K2 - electron.

The general expression for the probability of this process
after integration over final states of electron and neutrino
has the following view
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Here E0 = EI -EF +2EK . In the calculation of the
amplitude of probability of this process U fi for the
atomic electron hydrogen like wave functions are used.
The electron which leaves the atom is described by the
wave function of continuum spectra in Coulomb field.
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For the Green function the Green function for an electron
in a Coulomb field in term of Whittaker functions
W ,1/ 2 ( r ) [5] is used. After the calculation of the
0

amplitude Ufi according to the Feynman diagram in
Figure1 the probability W  K ,1 s in a case of allowed
Fermi transitions may be written in the following view
(here and hereinafter is used system
of the units
=с=1):
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W  K ,1s (1) is general and may be used for nuclei with

arbitrary Z. Using eq. (2) for I 23 ( ) the probability
W  K ,1s (1) and the ratio of this probability to the


probability W  of usual  - decay were calculated for
nucleus

 2

GV M FI

We obtained the analytical but cumbersome expression
for integral I 23 ( ) (2). The expression for the probability

J
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Ti . It was obtained the following result :
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where m is the electron mass, M FI is the nuclear matrix
element, corresponding to nuclear transition from state I

to F, G V is a constant of the weak interaction. J  K ,1s is
the following integral over the electron energy
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Below there are the definitions of some quantities in
equations (3) and (4) :
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An analogous ratio was obtained for a case with freeparticle expressions for the Green function and wave
function of electrons ejected from atoms [4] :
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The use of the wave function of continuum spectra in an
Coulomb field for the electron in the final state instead of
the plane wave approximation reduces the probability of
45

Ti for several
this process in a case of  -decay of
times. However, the use of the Green function for an
electron in a Coulomb field gives the opposite effect and
the probability of ionization of the atom increases.
Consequently taking into account the Coulomb field is

important for calculations of probabilities of  -decay as

well as for more complicated processes of  -decay with
following atomic ionization and positron annihilation. It
is important also for calculations of ratios of these
probabilities.

  Zm , 0  iZ (2 EK  ) / b , b  [(2 EK  )  m ]
2
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The integrals I 3 (p  q) (3) and I 3 (p  q) (4) are
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calculated analytically and have the following form:
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